Refresh Your Style
Our Mission

To consistently provide our Customers with the best countertop purchasing experience available.

CUSTOMER COMMITMENTS

• To treat all Customers with respect, in an open and honest fashion.

• To provide our Customers the highest quality countertop products available in our marketplace at a fair price, in order to meet each clients’ specific needs.

• To ensure we develop and add products to expand our offering, meeting the current and future needs of our Customers.

EMPLOYEE COMMITMENTS

• To treat all Employees with respect, in an open and honest fashion.

• To provide a work environment for all staff that is safe and free of harassment of any kind.

• To be an equal opportunity employer who respects and supports the diversity of our work force.

• To provide compensation, training and education and advancement opportunity that allow employees to improve their personal and professional lives.

From Humble Beginnings

More than 50 years after our founding, FLOFORM serves four provinces in Canada as well as the northwest of the United States. We remain committed to our tradition of quality craftsmanship and excellent customer service, helping homeowners create kitchens they love.
Discover Surfaces

Your life, your style, your choice! For most families, the kitchen is the hub of family life. FLOFORM offers quality brands that can match the taste, style and budget of any kitchen renovation.

**Industry Leading Surfaces**
- Cambria® Quartz
- DuPont Corian® Solid Surface
- Caribou Wood
- Formica® Laminate
- Wilsonart® Laminate
- Arborite® Laminate

**Other Featured Brands**
- Kohler Sinks & Faucets
- FLOFORM Tile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Quartz</th>
<th>Granite</th>
<th>Solid Surface</th>
<th>Wood</th>
<th>Laminate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resists Scratch/Heat</td>
<td>••••</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>••</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>•••</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resists Stains</td>
<td>••••</td>
<td>••</td>
<td>••••</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>••</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seamless Appearance</td>
<td>••••</td>
<td>••</td>
<td>••••</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>••</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price Range</td>
<td>$$$</td>
<td>$$$$</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>$$</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warranty</td>
<td>Limited Lifetime</td>
<td>1 Year</td>
<td>10-15 Years</td>
<td>Limited Lifetime</td>
<td>3 Years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- •••• Excellent
- ••• Good
- •• Fair
- • Limited
Cambria

Bringing together inspired craftsmanship and industry-leading innovation, Cambria® creates stunning natural stone surfaces. Constantly evolving. Always moving the craft forward.

**STRENGTH & DURABILITY**

Independent laboratory tests prove that natural quartz surfaces are significantly stronger than granite. It’s a surface that is truly everlasting.

**MAINTENANCE FREE**

No sealing, polishing or reconditioning is needed, simply wash with warm water. Quartz will resist stains from food coloring and coffee, to nail polish and felt tip markers.

**FOOD SAFE**

Cambria® quartz is completely nonporous, making cleanup easy while preventing food and moisture from penetrating its surface.

**NATURAL**

Quartz countertops are created from natural quartz, an extremely hard stone crystal mined directly from the earth.

**WARRANTY**

Cambria® offers a Lifetime Limited Warranty against manufacturing defects.

Cambria® is certified in GREENGUARD, LEED, NSF & UMKosher.

---

DuPont Corian

Flowing, virtually seamless, organic shapes, bold effects of color and translucency—if it can be imagined, it can be created with DuPont Corian® solid surface.

**DURABLE**

Tough and long lasting, so it stands up to heavy use. Superb UV resistance, so it won’t fade when exposed to direct sunlight.

**HEAT & STAIN RESISTANT**

Resists accidental heat exposure for short periods. Stains can’t permeate and are easily removed; never requires sealing.

**NONPOROUS & EASY TO CLEAN**

Food and grime can’t penetrate the surface. No grout, no sink lip, no seam gaps makes for easy cleaning.

**RENEWABLE**

Since the color runs all the way through, marks and scratches can be removed easily to restore it to its original condition.

**WARRANTY**

DuPont™ Corian® surfaces come with the protection of a 10-year transferable residential limited warranty.

Corian® has certifications in GREENGUARD, LEED, and HPD.
Formica

Formica® Laminate offers a broader range of looks than ever before, leading the industry in the design, manufacturing and distribution of surfacing materials.

HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATE
Transform spaces with modern laminates that are as beautiful as they are durable. Over 120 products to choose from.

180FX
True-to-scale granite patterns that are modern, sophisticated and versatile enough to pair with any interior design concept.

ELITE FORM
An industry-leading scratch resistance technology that creates lasting, more durable surfaces. Enjoy the stunning look of a glossy countertop without the fear of scratching or marring.

INFINITI
As beautiful as it is durable, Formica Infiniti™ surfacing features a soft-to-the-touch super matte finish, resists fingerprints and bacterial growth, and has thermal healing capabilities.

Caribou Butcher Block

Caribou Butcher Block has a philosophy of continual improvement; keeping up with market practices, finding new techniques, meeting customers’ needs, and reinventing and improving products wherever possible.

CRAFTSMANSHIP
Caribou builds a better butcher block. Each piece is aged to the correct humidity and oriented for each consecutive piece to oppose the previous. The final product is secured with Radio Frequency Gluing for a stronger bond and greater support.

TECHNOLOGY
Caribou’s proprietary End+Edge Technology makes their butcher block completely watertight, food safe, and impact resistant, all while giving a 100% matte sheen that’s identical to that of a traditional oiled and waxed butcher block.

CERTIFIED
End + Edge is National Food Safety certified, chemical resistant, totally waterproof, and UV and impact resistant.
**Premium Edge Profiles**

FLOFORM has added some exciting new profiles to our industry-leading edge options. The edges below are available in quartz and solid surface (with the few noted exceptions). Please note that our solid surface edges come in a 4cm edge rather than 3cm.

### MOST POPULAR EDGE PROFILES

- **Crescent** 3 CM
  With a shallow radius edge, this style provides flare to any clean and simple kitchen design.

- **Basin** 3 CM
  Classic and traditional, this edge adds an elegant touch to any design.

- **Boulder** 3 CM
  This stylish edge provides elegance to any traditional space. Both stylish and sophisticated.

- **Volcanic** 3 AND 6 CM
  Its rounded edges are easy to clean and safe, making this a great choice in houses with small children.

- **Cornice** 6 CM
  A full and curvaceous feature for rustic to traditional kitchens, this edge provides life and style to a room.

### TRADITIONAL EDGE PROFILES

- **Piedmont** 3 CM
  This classic edge has the rounded top of a crescent, but a sharper edge on the bottom that works with any style.

- **Summit** 3 CM
  With a hint of a round edge, this simple design is a child-friendly selection for any room that needs a linear form to complete a design.

- **Sealiff** 3 AND 6 CM
  The cleanest and simplest of edges, it is used most often in contemporary kitchens.

- **Alpine** 3 CM
  This clean, simple edge is an alternative to “Sealiff”. Providing a more traffic friendly option that still provides that “90 degree” look.

- **Treeline** 3 CM
  This classic angled shaped edge, also known as a bevel, is popular in transitional kitchens.

- **Rimrock (Miter)** (CUSTOM SIZES)
  This two piece edge brings a sleek modern look to a substantial and hefty looking piece of stone.

- **Moraine** 3 AND 6 CM
  A natural, rustic appearance, this hand finished “broken” edge provides a raw look.

*Not available in solid surface.*
Solid Surface Edge Profiles

Please note availability of solid surface edge profiles may vary in certain locations.

**ADDITIONAL SOLID SURFACE EDGE PROFILES**

- **1/4” ROUND OVER**  
  1.5 Inch
- **3/8” ROUND OVER**  
  1.5 Inch
- **1/2” ROUND OVER**  
  1.5 Inch
- **3/4” ROUND OVER**  
  1.5 Inch
- **1/8” TOP & BOTTOM ROUND OVER**  
  1.5 Inch
- **1/4” TOP & BOTTOM ROUND OVER**  
  1.5 Inch

**BULLNOSE**  
1.5 Inch

**BEVEL**  
1.5 Inch

**TOP & BOTTOM BEVEL**  
1.5 Inch

**OGEE**  
1.5 Inch

**ROMAN Ogee**  
1.5 Inch

Edge Profiles (continued)

Please note availability of laminate edge profiles may vary in certain locations.

**LAMINATE EDGE PROFILES**

- **180 UNDERWRAP**  
  -
- **SELF EDGE**  
  -
- **SQUARE WRAP**  
  -
- **BEVEL EDGE**  
  -
- **K-NOSE REGULAR**  
  -
- **MICRO BEVEL**  
  -
- **EASED WRAP**  
  -
- **CUSTOM FLAT LAY**  
  -
- **ANGLE WRAP**  
  -

**WOOD EDGE PROFILES**

- **1/8” RADIUS**  
  1.75 Inch
Renovating your kitchen is one of the most exciting projects you can undertake. To make it go as smoothly and enjoyably as possible, here are some helpful hints & things to consider.

**INSURANCE**
Only use licensed and insured contractors like FLOFORM. Make sure all necessary work is permitted as required, as when you sell your home it can cause problems if work that should have been permitted was not.

**GET IT ALL IN WRITING**
There are a lot of decisions and details in each step of your project; in order to keep track of it all, be sure every decision gets written down.

**PLAN THE TOTAL LOOK**
Cabinets, hardware, countertops, backsplash, paint, lighting, and flooring must all be perfectly combined to give you the kitchen you will love.

**LIGHTING**
Always check materials under a variety of lighting. Colors and tones can change dramatically based on time of day and lighting.

**RESALE VALUE**
If you plan to move, you may want to choose countertop surfaces that would give you a higher resale value like quartz.

**FUNCTIONALITY**
Consider the functionality of your kitchen. Each surface has its pros and cons that can be best matched to your needs.

**FEEDBACK**
Find someone you trust and share your ideas with them. At FLOFORM, our experts will work with you at no charge to help pull together your complete look.

**TIMELINE**
Be prepared for some inconvenience. If you are only replacing countertops, there is less need to prepare as countertop replacement is usually done in one day.

**ENJOY!**
Be bold and pick what you love. Enjoy the process as well as the end result.